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Digital Commons @ Kent State University Libraries is an Open Access institutional repository highlighting research and scholarship at Kent State University.

Digital Commons provides Kent State University with a range of innovative services, including:

- Open Access repository
- Faculty scholar pages
- Online journal publishing
- Digital image galleries
- Conference and event planning
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Document Delivery and Institutional Repository Manager
330-672-1633
digitalcommons@kent.edu

digitalcommons@kent.edu
Digital Commons Institutional Repository is an online tool for collecting, preserving, and providing access to the intellectual output of an institution, including text, data, and images, in digital format.

Conference Management Event Planning provides a full workflow to manage submissions, peer review, and publication. Event schedules and registration links can be embedded on the conference site.

Online Journal Publishing supports Open Access, subscription-based, or hybrid journals. Journals have their own customized designs, and submission, peer review, and publication workflows are customized so editors control settings and policies.

Academic Communities are arranged by academic unit and contain previously published work and data files in an Open Access repository.

SelectedWorks™ gives faculty and scholars the ability to present a virtual library of their research and academic output. Posted material is optimized for discovery via Google, Google Scholar, and other search engines.

Image Galleries highlight collections of photographs, art, and other visual scholarship.

DIGITAL COMMONS

Selected Works of Karen L. MacDonald

Articles

- Publishing in Discipline-Specific Non-Library Journals for Promoting Information Literacy with Ohio's Public Libraries (2019)

Entrepreneurship Project: A New Role for the Academic Business Librarian (2014)

The author's doctoral project published within the issue, including the manual: Quick Guide on entrepreneurship

- Identifying Subject-Specific Conferences as Professional Development Opportunities for the Academic Librarian (2014)
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